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The nom. sg. of Germanic n-stems
JAY H. JASANOFF

M uch ink has been spilled. including a modest contribution by the
present author,' on the oddly discordant forms of the nom. sg. of

II-stems in the early Germanic languages. The relevant facts can be
summarized as follows:

masculine nouns and weak adjectives have an. ending
reconstmctible as *-6, *-on, *-e or *-en in Gothic (gUl11G 'man').
*-0 or *-011 in West Germanic (OHG gonzo, as gumo, OE gllma),~
and *-e, *-elJ, *-e or *-en in North Germanic (OIcel. gumi, Runic
Norse gudija 'priest');

feminine nouns and weak adjecti\'es have an ending reconstruc
tible as *-0. 6 or *-on in Gothic (tuggo "tongue'), *-on in West
Gennanic (OHG zunga, as funga, OE tlll1ge)/ and *-OJl, *-0 or
*-011 in North Germanic (Oleel. (ullga);

I The reference is to Jasanoff 1980. which depends crucially on an analy
sis of the weak adjectives [hat J no longer consider [enable. A good o\"eryiew of
the problems connected with Germanic /l-stems is gi\·en by Bammesberger
1990: 163 ff.

2 Here and below. the circumflexed macron (*0. eetc.) denotes a [rimoric
or hyperlong vowel; bimoric or ordinary long vowels are wrinen with a simple
macron (*0. *e, etc.). Although unanimity on this point is probably tmanainable
(cf., e.g., Bomkan 1995). the evidence for the bimoric: trimoric distinction in
Proto-Germanic final syllables seems to me incontrovenible.

3 The possibility of an i-colored ending (*-e, *-eJl. etc.) in West Ger
manic, both here and in the neurers discussed below, is morphologically [00

implausible to require explicit consideration.
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neuter nouns fall into two types. In type I, an ending reconstruc
tible as *-0 or *-011 appears in both Gothic (llama 'name') and
West qermanic (OHG llama, OS llama, OE llama); the identity of
this *-0(11) with the ending of pre-WGmc. *gllmO(I1), etc. eventu
ally led to the outright transfer of words like *lIamo(lI) to the mas
culine gender in West Germanic' In type II, which includes all
other neuter nouns and all neuter weak adjectives, the ending is the
same as in the corresponding feminines, i.e., *-0 or *-011 in Gothic
(oligo 'eye'), *-011 in West Germanic (OHG OligO, OS oga, OE
eage), and *-011, *-0 or *-011 in North Germanic (Olce!. oligo).

The questions which any theory of the n-stem nom. sg. must address
are 1) the original distribution of the a-colored variants *--on, *-0, etc.
vis-a-vis the e-colored forms *-ell, *-e, etc.; 2) the status of the final
*-n, which is securely reconstructible only for lhe feminines and type II
neuters of West Germanic; and 3) the historical relationship ofbimoric
*-o(n), *-e(n) to trimoric *-o(n), ern).

The contrast between the 0- and e-colored varieties 'of the nom. sg.
ending, both in Germanic and elsewhere in the IE family, goes back to
the PIE contrast between amphikinetic (also called holokinetic) arid
hysterokinetic nominal stems.5 Amphikinetic stems were characterized
by an a-grade suffix (*-(C)on-; also *-(C)os-, *-(C)or-, etc.) in' the
"strong" cases (nom. sg., acc. sg., nom. pI., etc.) and a zero-grade suffix
(*-(C)n-; also *-(C)s-, *-(C)r-, etc.) in the "weak" cases (gen. sg., dat.
sg., gen. pI., etc.); the loc. sg. exceptionally had e-grade. Hysterokinetic
stems had (originally accented) *-e- in the strong cases, but otherwise
coincided with the amphikinetic type, with zero grade in the weak cases
and e-grade in the loc. sg. n-stems of both types are safely reconstruc
tible for the parent language, the difference being seen, e.g., in the con
trast between Ved. acc. sg. asman-am 'sky' < *-on- m (cf. Gk. ace. SQ.
alClLOv-a 'anvi!') and vt~al.1-am 'bull' < *-ell-I!' (= Gk: apu"v-a 'male').
Both types survived in Germanic. The numerically preponderant am
phikinetic stems were responsible, inter alia, for the a-grade of the suf
fix in the regular masculine n-stem paradigm (Go. nom. p!. gllmans, OE
gilman, Olcel. gllmafij < *dhghm-on-es; cf. Osc. hllmllns 'men'). Posi
tive evidence for a hysterokineti~ II-stem appears in Go. *allhsa, OE
oxa, Gleel oxi 'ox' (= Ved. uk$ii 'ox,' acc. sg. uk$G1]-am < *-en-m),

4 As seen. e.g.. by Bammesberger (167).
S Here and throughout, I follow the model of PIE noun inflection set forth

in Schindler 1975a, 1975b, and Rix 1976:t21-t24.

which retains clear traces of a paradigm with *-en- in the strong cases
(cf. nom. p!. OEFell, Olce!.y.m < *-elles).

l'on-neuter (i.e., masculine)' II-stems of the amphikinetic and hys
terokinetic types originally ended in *-Ol1-S and *-en-s, respectively,. in
the nom. sg. Already \vithin the parent language, however, these se
quences were converted, via the well-known rule discussed by Sze
merenyi (1996:115 f.), to *-011 and *-ell, with loss of the *-s and com
pensatory lengthening of the preceding 'lowe!.' The resulting long *-0
or *-e-, with or without retention of the *-11, is preserved in the nom. sg.
of II-stems throughout the family; cf., e.g., Ved. asmii (~ Gk. a"pcav,
Lith. almllllJ 'stone'), v"~ii (= Gk. apaqv Lat. lIerre[s) 'boar'), and fur
ther Lat. homo 'man,' ·Olr. trill « *[p}f~eriij) 'Ireland,' etc. Details
aside. it is clear that the a-colored ending ofOHG gomo, OS glinlO, and
OE gll/lla ultimately reflects the earlier *-011 « *-Oll-S) of amphikinetic
stems. and that the ii-colored ending ofOlee!' oxi goes back to the *-en
« *-ell-s) of hysterokinetic stems. In West Germanic the amphikinetic
endinQ was generalized to all masculine n-stems (cf. OE oxa, OHG
ohso.-etc .• with the ending of OE gllma, OHG gomo), while in Old
~orse the hysterokinetic ending was extended to amphikinetic stems
(gumi for theoretically expected *guma).

PIE also had amphikinetic and hysterokinetic neuters. These were
functionally collectives, formed by "internal derivation" from underly
ing non-collective neuters (cf., e.g., PIE *~6d-" gen. *lJed-TJ-S 'water'
(acroSlalic) --> *lIed-or-1 *lId-n-' 'water (collective)' (amphikinetic».'
Such collectives originally had *-on-h, (amphikinetic) and *-en-h, (hys
terokinetic) in the nom.-acc., with the PIE collective ending *-h,. Here
100, however, a regular sound change-the "laryngeal" corollary to
Szemerenyi's mle. (cf. Nussbaum 1986:129 f.~onverted these se
quences to *-011, *-en within the parent language. Extra-Germamc eVI
dence for the long vowel can be seen in fomis like Ved. nom.-acc. pI.
nama, namalli "n;mes' (with secondarily re-added -i < *-112); note also
GA,. aiiqn 'days'). Lith. n~m. sg. Villidllo 'water,' an~ oc; ~om.-acc.
sg. im? 'name,' sem? seed,' etc. In Germamc the *-0 or -on of Go.

<:l There seem not to have been any feminine n-stems in PIE; cf. below.
- So roo *phl.tfr . father' < *-ter-s; the doubts expressed by Bammesberger

(166) are not conclusive. Independent evidence for the rule is provided by the
3 pI. perfect in *-er < *-ers beside zero grade *-ts; cf. Jasanoff 1997: 120.

:< Sc~ especially Schindler 1975b: 1-5. Schindler's conception of internal
deri\"ation is illustrared by \Vatkins 1982:261 f. and, at greater length, Nuss

baum 1986: I02 ff.
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lIalllO (: OHG lIalllo) and Go. augo (: OHG ouga) clearly reflects the
PIE long vowel that arose via compensatory lengthening from *-on-/h.
There is no trace in Germanic of the inherited h)·sterokinetic collectiv-e
type in *-en < *-en-h:.

All this is essentially known. a modernized version of the commu
nis opinio. When we try to account for the Gennanic endings in detail,
however. major gaps in our knowledge appear. Thus, e.g., it is well
known that the "ideal" PIE endings *-011 and *-ell tended to lose their
*-n vel)· early in the IE daughter languages. but the extent to which this
was a PIE process, and the extent to which the loss of *-n had conse
quences for the prosodic character of the preceding long vowel, are
notonously disputed. One of our aims in the discussion that follows
will be to show that the comparative evidence bearing on II-loss and the
related "bimoric vs. trimoric" problem is in fact a good deal clearer
than IS often believed. Recent advances in our understanding of IE
phonology and morphology make it possible both to reconstruct the
Proto-Germanic endings \vith considerable confidence and to piece
together a detailed account of their history from PIE to the individual
German.ic languages.

The evidence that *-on-both from earlier *-on-s and from
*-on-h_..-was reduced to *-0 within the parent language is overwhelm
ing. Specifically. *-0 takes t.he place of theoretically ~xpected *-on in
Indo-Iraman (Yed. asmLi. nama. ~~(lI)l'ii 'dog: GAv. urlilUl 'soul,' spa
'dog'), Italic (Lat. IlOn"j). Celtic (Olr. Eriu. Cli (Ieniting) 'dog'), Baltic
(Lith. Akmuo. vmiduo). Slavic (OCS kallly 'stone),' and even Hit
tite (I!aras (= *~ara + os). gen. ~m'allas 'eagle: cf. OHG aro, NHG
Aar). The only non-Germanic languages to preserve the nasal are Greek
(aKjWJv) and Armenian (e.g., mi-anjn. pI. mi-an}unk' « *-on-es)
'monk')-neighboring "ranches in which the secondary replacement of
*-0 by .*-011 could easily have been a shared analogical development.
InterestIngly, however. the facts are quite different in the case of the
putative reduction of *-t'n to *-e. Here no fewer than four of the six
branches that take *-011 ro *-0 remin the *-n in *-en; cf. Lat. lien, gen.
lienis 'spleen'; OIr. mellllwe « "-mb/-s) 'mind': OCS im? (nt.), kore
(mase.) « *-en) 'root": Hiu. SW7/lm=a « *-men-s) 'cord' (= Gk. vp.1~

'membrane'). The mosl dramatic illustration of the difference in treat
ment between *-011 and *-ell comes from the irregular Old Irish words
for 'dog' (CIt < */((II)~O < * K(II)I!On < pre-PIE */((II)llon-S), which pre
dlctably lenites, and 'worrnn' (he < *glJen < *g'1 en < pre.;.PIE *glJ en -It2),

<) With -y from *-0; cf. bdow.

which induces the nasalization mutation. The only possible inference,
as I have argued elsewhere (JasanotT 1989), is that the PIE sound
change governing II-loss must be stated in the specific form

The more general proposed formulation, according to which final *-n
was lost after any long vowel, is untenable. 10 .

Of the two late PIE endings-*-ell and *-o-that thus figure in the
history of II-stems in Germanic, *-ell can unproblematically be taken as
the source of Olcel. -i and its Runic Norse predecessor -a. But what
was the fate of PIE *-07 The o-colored endings in the Germanic dia
lects present a muddled picture, with both bimoric and trimoric reflexes
appearing side by side in the masculine (Go. -a < *-0(11) (see below) vs.
WGmc. *-0(11), feminine (Go. -0 < *-0(11) vs. WGmc. *-(11), and neu
ter II (Go. -0 < *-0(11) vs. WGmc. *-on). It is only in the neuters of
type I, the tiny class consisting of the word for 'name' (Go., OHG
llama) and two others (OHG slimo 'seed' (: Lat. semell 'id.'), allello
'butter' (; Lat. unguen 'ointmenf), both secondarily masculine), that
the Proto-Germanic form of the ending can be established by direct
comparison. I I Here the starting point was clearly trimoric *-0, with or
without analogically re-added *-n. At least in *namo(n) and its conge
ners, then, PIE *-0 appears quite simply to have yielded PGmc. *-0.

The crucial task in the extended Problemalik of the n-stems is to
explain how an apparently ordinary PIE long vowel like the *-0 that
developed from pre-PIE *-011 could have produced a trimoric vowel in
Germanic. In general, the source of Germanic trimoric vowels is fairly
clear. Apart from the special case of the nom. sg. ofn-stems, such vow
els go back to PIE sequences of the rype *-VHV(C)i', where the con
traction that followed the loss of the laryngeal produced a hyperIong
segment that differed by a mora from the kind of long vowel that arose
from sequences of the type *-VH(C)#-. Exactly the same contrast arose
under comparable circumstances in Balto-Slavic. I

::! h is thus no acci-

10 So incorrectly Schindler 1974:5, taken up by Mayrhofer 1986:159.
11 Strictly speaking. only "name" is diagnostic, since the other two words

are confined to-West Gennanic. For anellO, which is purely Old High Gennan,
see Lloyd-Springer 1.988 s.v.

I::! In Balto-Slm·ic, as I will argue elsewhere. there was a rcvcrsal of mark
edness: the hyperlong: long contrast w~ reinterprctcd as a conlrast between
normal long and "check;:d" long nuclei, lhe latter of which b~amc the -acute"
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dent that we find find three-way correspondences like the following,
where the underlying laryngeal hiatus is directly preserved in the oldest
Indo-Iranian:

The pattern is confirmed by other, less dramatic examples. But there is
no way to extend this analysis to the final syllable of *namo(n). Al
though the Balto-Slavic counterpart of Gmc. *-o(n) is trirnoric (> "cir
cumflex") as well (Lith. akmuo, vOIiduo < Proto-Baltic *-0; OCS kamy
< *-11 < *_0)," the special properties of the nom. sg. ofn-sterns are ob
viously not attributable to the former presence ofa *-VHV- sequence."

long vowels and diphthongs of traditional Balto-Slavic discourse. In final-syl
rabIes the acute: circumflex contrast-can best be seen in Lithuanian, where old
acutes « nonnal longs) are typically shortened and old circumflexes
« hyperlongs) remain long. Under the ictus (= stress), long vowels in final
syllables receive rising intonation, denoted by the circumflex accent (-).

13 To which may be added the Gothic feminine pronominal ending -0 (cf.
/Ji=o 'illarum' = OHG lltero); for the most part, however, Go. -0 has been re
placed by ·e, of obscure origin.

14 OE -a is the older West Saxon ending, contrasting with -e « "'-6z) in
rhe acc. pI. (cf. Bammesberger 104-105). The contrast between trimoric *-as
« *-alt2es) in the nom. pI. and bimoric *-iis (< *-ah2{m)s) in the acc. pI. recurs
in Lith. lOS 'illae' vs. las 'illas.' Note that both endings yielded -os in Gothic
(nom.-acc. pI. pos).

15 The disyllabic treatment is suppressed in derived a-stems, but well pre
sen:ed in "radical" a-stems of the type go-pa- lit. 'cow-protecting: giri-~!hiE

·standing on mountains,' etc.
1(, The raising of *-0 to pre-Slav. *-ii has an exact parallel in the raising of

*-e to *-f in oes dbSli 'daughter' (: Lith. dukte); given Lith. -itO, this analysis
is preferable to the usual derivation of -y from *-OI1S. _The rule is discussed in
Jasanoff 1983.

Ii This is not to deny the possibility that both Germanic and Batto-Slavic
may have inherited individual stems in *-O-H{O}I1-, with the possessive suffix
'-Hlo)n- identified by Karl Hoffmann (1955). But pace Jasanoff 1980. such
:;rcms could never have been conspicuous in Gennanic; possessive *-H{O}I1-

PIE
*·0-11.'I./(1 (o·s[~m ubi. sg.);

*-oHolII (gen. pl.)

··ah_-es pi.~I.:m·· nom. pI.);

Germanic
*- 0 (Go. galeiko, OHG gilih/lo, ctc.);

*. Oil (OHG -0, DE -0, Dlccl. _a)o

*- 0= (Go. -os. OHG -0, DE .a)l~

Lithuanian
-6(gcn. sg.);

All
-{is

Indo--Iranian
GA\". -ao!
Vcd ..GAv. -aom
Ved. _oasiS

Consistent with this is the fact that the corresponding Indo-Iranian end
ing (Ved. asma, nlima, etc.) is never scanned disyllabically.

Since the trimoric n-stem endings of Germanic and Balto-Slavic
cannot be explained by contraction, the typical solution-still favored,
e.g., by Bammesberger 1990: I67--has been to suppose that at the time
when pre-PIE *-on lost its final nasal, the resulting *-0 acquired a
suprasegmental feature that was later realized as an extra mora of
length (vel sim.) in the two northern branches of the family. This. how
ever, seems extremely unlikely. There is no other evidence for a con
trast between two kinds of long vowels in PIE, and no evidence for a
trimoric vowel in the nom. sg. of n-stems outside Gennanic and Balto
Slavic. To project the bimoric : trimoric distinction back to PIE for the
sole purpose of accounting for a single ending in two relatively late and
neighboring IE dialects, only to lose the distinction again in Indo
Iranian (hence asma, rather than *asmaa or the like) and then to rein
troduce it in Indo-Iranian via a completely different mechanism (gen.
pI. -aam < *-oHom), is not an explanation at all. There is. however,
another possibility. Let us assume that at an early stage in the dialectal
differentiation of PIE-a stage prior to the loss of laryngeals-the
"North IE" dialect area ancestral to Germanic and Balro-Slavic intro- .
duced a purely phonetic rule that redundantly prolonged long vowels ill
absolute final position. The effect of this rule would ha\ e been to con
vert forms like *dhghmo 'man' to [dhghmo:], with non-contrastive hy
perlong *-0 ("*-o:,,);18other structurally "long" endings. such as the
gen. pI. (*-oHo",), the nom. sg. of "o-stems" (*-ah,), and the nom. pI.
of o-stems (*-os [-os]) would not have been affected. Later, the phono
logical status of phonetic hyperlength would have been transformed by
the loss of laryngeals. The disappearance of laryngeals brought a host
of new Iona-vowel endings into the language, some of them bnTIonc
(e.g.. *-li <0*-ahJ) and some trimoric (e.g., the *-0- of gen. pI. *-om
< *-oHom). Under the circumstances, pre-existing long \-owels. such as
the [-0-] of the nom. pI. ending *-os and the [-0:] of *dhgIIllIO. would
inevitably have had to "choose sides," aligning themseh-es ~lth lh.e on.e
prosodic type or the other. Given their phonetic ch~racter. 1: was. meVI
table that the non-prolonged *-0- would pattern with the blmonc, and
the prolonged *-0: with the trimoric category. Schematically,

was quite distinct from the individualizing suffix (*-(0)11-) [hat underlies the
formation ofGennanic weak adjectives.

III We will use the notation *-V: to stand for a hyperlong tinal \'oweL
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The final vow,:1 of the l1-stem ending would thus have faUen together
prosodlcaUy with the kind of trimoric vowel that resulted from the con
traction of *-VHV- sequences.

. The great merit of the final prolongation rule assumed above is that
It permits us to detach the lengthening that we observe in Gennanic and
Balto-Sla~ic, and only in these branches, from the pan-IE process by
wh~ch *-011 became *-6. In contrast to the traditional account, under
whIch pre-PIE *-011 yielded PIE *-0 directly, the scenario just de
scnbed ehmmates the need to explain the absence of trimoricity in the
nom. sg. of l1-stems in the other IE languages."

Let us now consider the Germanic facts in detai!. Proto-Germanic
as we have seen, inherited two n-stem endings: *-en in bysterokineti~
mas~~lines and *-0 « PIE *-0) in amphikinetic masculines and neu
ter~. BeSIde thes~, ther~ ~as also an mnovated bimoric ending *-6n,
which appears I) m femmmes and type II neuters in West Germanic
(OHG zUl1ga,ouga), and 2) according to the standard and probably
correct View, m masculines in Gothic (guma). To be sure, Go. guma
could also go back to *gUll1el1, with*-en generalized from words of the
"ox" type as in Old Norse. The special factors that favored the analogi
cal spread of *-el1 in pre-North Germanic, however would not have
been operative in the prehistory of Gothic. In North Gennanic the *-a
of the strong cases in "normal" l1-stems was generalized to the gen. sg.
and dat. sg. (cf. Olee!. gen., dat. sg. guma < *-an), where Proto-

pre-PIE late PIE
*·VI1 *_0

*-ollom *-oHom

·-all: *-alI_,

*-ii.~ "'-os

",North IE" pre-Gmc.-BS Germanic 8:llto-Slavic
*·0; *-6: *-0 ("trimonc") *.0 ("circumncx')
*-of/olll *-o:m *./JII("trimoric') *..q" ("circumflcx")
*-ah~ .-

*-0 ("bimodc") *-6 ("acute")-a
"'-os *-os *-0= ("bimoric") £*-&1 C"acutc"()

Gennanic had *-i- < *-e- (cf. Go. gll111ins. gumin). This would have
produced a wholly a-colored paradigm in which Ihe hysterokinetic end
ing *-fn. which became *-an (i.e., [_an]) by regular sound change in
:\orth and West Germanic, would naturally have had a competitive.
advantage over *-0 or *_011.,!2 In Gothic, where there was no such ex
tension of a-vocalism to the gen. dat. sg., and no general sound change
of *f to *0, there would have been no motivation for the comparatively
rare nom. sg. in *-ell to replace the o..,colored ending. It may be taken as
a safe working hypothesis, therefore, that guma goes back to *gwnon.

The replacement of *gwllo by *gW1101l in Gothic immediately
raises a chronological question. Typologically speaking, the creation of
the ending *_on in Germanic must have been comparable to the crea
tion of-.wv in Greek (ox,U(ur) and *-011 in pre-Armenian (mi-anjn). In
all three cases the mechanism would have been the same: the pattern of
hysterokinetic stems, where the *-en- of the strong cases was lengthened
to *-en, with retained *-n, in the nom. sg. (cf. Gk. ap<Hlv, -e.ve.~; Arm.
anjn < *-ell 'person,' pI. anjil1k' < *-ell-es), was extended to the am
phikinetic type, where the strong cases in *-on- (cf Gk. aKllov~, Arm.
mi-anjunk-') were fitted out with an analogical nom. sg. in *-6n. In

.Gennanic the substitution of *gumon for *gwno would have to have
been an extremely early development, since hysterokinetic l1-stems in
'-ell are too feebly attested, even in Gothic, to have been a suitable
model for the introduction of *-on after the individual Germanic lan
guages had begun to diverge.::!; But this recognition leads to a paradox:
if *gllmoll. the source of Go. guma. was already a Proto-Germanic
form, why do the corresponding West Germanic forms (OHG gomo,
OS glllno, OE gllma) go back to *gUJIIO, wirh retained non-analogical
*-0'1

The answer, I suggest, is that the replacement of *-0 by *-on was
incomplete: Gothic, with *-011, and West Germanic, with *-0. disagree

~: Not attested i~ Baltic; the Lithuanian reflex would have been *-lis.
It may be ~bJected~ of course, that the assumption of a pre_ "North IE"

lengthening of * V# to *V:# is entirely ad hoc, since its only support comes
from the forms it ~vas invented to explain - the nom. sg. of n-stems and forms
a~alogically based on the nom. sg. of l1-stems (e.g., Lith. duklt, mole 'wife'
(,--stems), mel1lto 'month· (s-stem». This is perfectly correct but irrelevant· the
alternative view that *-f"n# gave *-V:# within PIE ilselfis e'qually ad hoc."and
far less satisfactory in other respects.

. . 21 ~ince *-0 is thus easily accounted for, and since no Germanic language
dlstmgulshes between the reflexes of *-0 and *-011, we will no longer employ
the fonnulas *glllIlD(I1). *1101110(11) for simpler *gUII/D, *Ilamo.

::!::! The conneclion be[\veen the Old Norse generalization of *-all in the
!len. dar. S2. and the generalizarion of *·0.11 < *-ell in rhe nom. sg. was first
~ointed our-to me man; years ago by Richard Sacks.

'=:3 Apart from the "ox" \\"ord, the only masculine /I-srem in Gothic which
preserves distinctive hysterokinetic features is aba '(married) man: gen. pI.
ablie, dat. pI. abllam. Note also that if the new ending *-011 had been created
within Gothic, the replacement of *-0 by *-011 in masculine n-stems would
probably have aff.-:cted feminine n-stems as well. where Yirtually every case
fonn outside the nom. sg. contained the sequence *-iill- (gen. sg:. Illggons, dar.
acc. sg. llIgg01/. nom. pl.luggolls, etc.).
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because the ending *-0 was eliminated in masculine n-stem noulis in
Proto-Gennanic, but was retained in masculine weak adjeclires. The
weak declension of adjectives, as is well known. originated in "indi
vidualizations" of the type seen in Lat. Caro. gen. -ol1is, lit. 'smart per
son, Smarty' < *kalo-ol1- (cf. callis 'smart'), or Gk. Irpa(Jciv, gen.
-wvo~, lit. 'squint-eyed person. Squint-eyes' < *st(gllo-on- (cf. Cifpap6;
'squint-eyed'). In formal terms, weak adjectives go back to o-stem ad
jectives extended by the amphikinetic suffix *-(0)11-; they originally
had a distinctive paradigm, with *-0-011- (> Gmc. *-011-) in the strong
cases and *-o-n- (> Gmc. *-on-) in the weak cases." No trace of this
difference in declensional type survives in the attested forms of Ger
manic, probably because the homophony of n-stem nouns and adjec
tives in the nom. sg.-*-o and *-0-0 both gave PGmc. '-a-led to their
complete merger everywhere. At a linguistic stage just prior to the sub
stitution of *-on for *-a in the nom. sg., therefore. the Proto-Germanic
phrase meaning 'the blind man' would have been *sa blindo gumo.
with gen. sg. */Jesa blil1diniz guminiz, dat. sg. *pezmo blindini gumini
(vel sim.). and a full range of other declensional forms in which the
endings of the noun and adjective were identical.

The symmetry and simplicity of this picture were now disturbed by
the introduction of the ending *-on, modeled on the '-en of nouns like
*uhsen 'ox' and hence originally proper to 110Uns on(r. From remade
nouns like *sumon, of course, *-017 could subsequently have spread to
adjectives by analogy. But-and this point is important-forms of the
type *gul1lon would have been the only vehicle for the introduction of
*-011 into the adjectival declension; there were no weak adjectives in
'-en from which a nom. sg. of the type *blindon (replacing *blinda)
could haye been created independently of *gllmon. It is thus both le
gitimate and necessary to posit a linguistic stage when 'the blind man'
was *sa blindo gumon, with the innovated *-on entrenched as the end
ing of the noun but the older *-a persisting as the ending of the adjec
tive. This stage, I would like to suggest, was the stage we know as late
Proto-Germanic. Each of the three main diYisions of the family inher
ited a small number of nouns like *uhsen. a much larger number of
nouns like *gumoll. and an open-ended class of weak adjectives in *-0.
In Gothic the pattern of the nouns prevailed: 'so blinda gllmon (lIhsen)
became 'sa blindon gllmon (lIhsen), whence the attested so blinda
gllma (·allhsa). In West Gennanic the adjectival ending was general
ized: *sa blinda gllmon (lIhsen) was replaced by *sa blinda gllma

:!-l See especially ~ussbaum 1986:254 r., with note 25.

(lIhsa) (> OHG Iher blinTO gomo (ohso), as rhe blindo glll1l0 (ohso),
OE se blinda gllma (oxa». North Gennanic, for reasons already de
scribed, extended *-en at the expense of the other 1\vo endings, giving
Oleel. sa blind; gWIli.

The history of the corresponding feminine and neuter nom. sg.
endings was less convoluted. There were no feminine n-stems in PIE.
The earliest feminine n-stems in Germanic were the feminine weak
adjectives, created in analogical response to the need for a feminine
counterpart to the weak adjectives of the other two genders. The found
ing proportion for the feminine was

masclnt. strong 'blinda- : weak *blinda-n-: : fem. strong *blindo- : weakX,

where X was solved as *blindo-II-. The nom. sg. corresponding to the
new stem *blindon- was presumably *blindo, since *-0 was the only
available o-colored II-stem ending prior to the introduction of the late
and purely masculine nom. sg. type *glll1l01l. The earliest feminin:
n-stem nouns were probably individualizations of the type *jra11]O

'lady' « *'lordly one (female)') and 'lliNa 'female cousin'
« *'related one (female)'); these in tum provided the model for the
transfer to the n-declension of former a-stems like *lnveno "woman'
and *tungo 'tongue.'25 At no time does there seem to have be~n a. for
mal distinction between feminine n-stem nouns and weak adJectIves,
both of which retained their *-a-ultimately the PIE amphikinetic end
ing-in the nom. sg. The PGmc. plrrase *so blil1do kwena 'the blind
woman' was preserved in Gothic as so blilldo qil1o, and perhaps In Old
leelandic as sli blinda kOlla. WGmc. *so blille/on qilloll (= OHG Ihlll
blinta quella, etc.), with substitution of *-011 for *-a, will be discu~sed
momentarily in conjunction with the parallel replacement of *-0 by
*-011 in the neuter.

As we have seen, the neuters of types I (Go. lIamo) and II (G.o.
augo) both go back to PIE amphikinetic collectives in *-0 (> Gmc. *-0).

25 Compare the quite similar accounts by Bammesberger (171) and Meid
(1967:91). Paralleling the history of the Oil-stems, old "del'i-type" feminine
adjectives in *-ih~/-ie"~ (>Ved. -f-/-yii-) were provided with weak counter
parts in *-I·n-. which served as the point of departure for the creation of the
small class of feminine In-stems. The nom. sg. of these forms (e.g.. Go.
bairandei ·carrying (fern.); diupei 'depth' < *-1; OHG lil!!i ·depth' probably
< *-JIl) closely follows the pattern of the Oil-stems and requin.--s no separale

treatment.
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lntroduction of *-On. Under the influence of the nom. sg. in *-en,.the
nom. sg. in *-0 was replaced by *-on in masculine nouns; weak adJec
tives were not affected.

~6 It goes withoui saying that the substitution of *-011 for *-~ in feminin~s

and type nneuters would have been favored by the fact that *-OJ1 was already
presem in the language as ending offonTI; ofthe",type**gllll~i5Il.*w:r::ay there
fore tentatively date the change of *LlIllg0, *augo to lltl1g011. aU~OJ1 to a pe
riod earlier than the West Gennanic replacement of *guIJlOJl by *gllmo.

h .' d' •Differentiation of two neuter subtypes. T e types .nalJlO an augo
acquired separate paradigms, the former with plural *lla11lno, the latter
with plural *aug6no.

Creation of weak adjectives. The use of individualizing l1-stems \\I"a5

widened to approximate the use of weak adjectives in the anest~d Ian:
guages. Masculines and neuters merged formally wl.th ~h~ types*~umo
and~*augo, and a new feminine type was created 10 -on- « -a-n-),
with nom. sg. *-0.

*/U1iO"o-where *-611- was already present in the paradigm, and where
the r~placement of *-0 by *-on in the nom. sg. resulted in a reduction
of inner-paradigmatic allomorphy." .

We can now summarize. PIE had _both mascuhne and neuter
n-stems. Four varieties were relevant for Germanic: hysterokilletic
masculines in nom. sg. *-en « pre-PIE *-en-s); amph~k~net~c mascu
lines in *-0 « *-on < *-Oll-S); "individualized" amphlkmetlc mascu
lines in *-0 « *-0-0 < *-o-on-s); and neuter collect.ives in *~o (*.-on
< *-oll-h,). By the end of the Proto-Gennanic penod, the mhented
situation had been affected by the following developments:

"Prolongation." As in pre-Balto-Slavic, long vowels in abso~te final
syllables were lengthened by a mo~, causmg the nom. sg. 10 -0 to be
phonologized as PGmc. *-0 ('gllmo).

neuter II
*-0 (*UlIgO, pI. *UlIgOIiO)

neuter I
*.0 (*nama. pl. *lIamno)

feminine
*-0 (*lIlngo)

The result was the Proto-Gennanic system:

masculine
I) "·ill (*lthsen)

2) *-Oll (*glllnoll)

3) "-0 (*b/indo)

The only organic difference between the two types lies in the way they
formed their plurals. While PGmc. *namo was treated as a singular
from the OUlset and equipped with a secondary plural *namno (> Go.
"amna, Olcel. "ef" (whence back-formed sg. "ajil», the treatment of
*augo invoh"ed an extra step. In the earliest pre-Germanic, the inher
ited collecti\'e *allgo probably retained the sense 'pair of eyes, two
eyes.' patterning in effect as a neuter plural (or dual). Inevitably, how
ever, the collective *allgo, lacking a segmentable plural morpheme,
would have come to appear ambiguous and undercharacterized, just as
in Vedic Sanskrit the old collective/nt. p!. nama came to appear under
characterized and was remade to nami/ni (cf. above). The parallel be
tween Gennanic and Vedic was in fact very close: the Gennanic
equivalent of the replacement of nama by namani was the replacement
of *allgo 'eyes' by the overtly n-stem plural fonn *augono, which be
came the source of Go. augona, OHG ougUll, and OIeel. augu. The
establishment of *allgono in the plural left the unrenewed fonn *augo
free to encroach on, and ultimately to take over, the function of the old
non-collective singular. The sime thing happened with with the other
type II neuters. Almost all the inherited members of this class refer to
paired objects-'eye,' 'ear' (Go. aliSO, OHG ora, Olee!. eyra), 'cheek"
(OHG lI"anga). 'married couple' (OHG pI. hlWUIl, Olce!' hjli), and, by
analogy to the other body parts, 'heart' (Go. hairfo, OHG herza, Olee!.
"jarfa). At the level of Proto-Gennanic, the essential difference be
tween types j and JI was that type I had a wholly new plural in *-(m)no
('nama, *-mno), while type JI had a recharacterized plural in *-ono
(*augo, *-ono). This is still the synchronic situation in Gothic.

We can now understand the selective replacement of *-0 by *-on
in West Gennanic-a development, it will be recalled, that affected
type JI neuters (PGmc. *augo > WGmc. *augon) and feminines
(PGmc. *fllngo > WGmc. *fungon), but not type I neuters (PGmc.
'"ama> WGmc. '"ama (masc.» or masculines (PGmc. *blinda (weak
adj.) > WGmc. *blindo). The difference in treatment between the two
neuter types could only have been due to the fact that the plural of
*augo was *ollgoni5, while that of *namo was *namno. ]n "eye,» to put
it briefly, the stem *augon- was extracted from the TIom.-acc. pl.
*augono and substituted for the endingless "stem" of the nom.-acc. sg.
*augo-@; in "name," where there was no synchronic Stem *namon
anywhere in the paradigm, the nom. sg. in *-0 remained unchanged.
The same replacement, mutatis mutandis, took place in the feminine
n-stems. where the sequence *-611- occurred in every case form outside
the nom. Sg. The rule was simple: West Gennanic substituted *-on for
*-0 in just-those II-sterns-the types represented by PGmc. *allga and
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In North Germanic, where *-on and *-0 fell together as -a, it is
conceivable, though unprovable, that *tUl1g0 and *allgo underwent the
same prehistoric conversion to *tungon and *augoll as in West Ger
manic. Definite Norse innovations were the back-formation ofa virtual
a-stem *l1aml1a- (Olce!. na/n) from the plural *namno, and the gener
alization, for reasons already explained, of *-el1 at the expense of *-on
and *-0 in the masculine. The result was

The picture of the l1-stem endings that emerges from all this is, of
course, only a theory, to be weighed and tested against other theories.
Traditional attempts to deal with the problems discussed in the preced
ing pages have not been wanting in ingenuity. What they have lacked,
in this author's opinion, is a proper understanding of the Indo-European
background-the synchronic situation in late PIE from which the at
tested Gennanic facts must be explained via the familiar processes of
sound change and analogy. The analysis presented above depends
heavily on two chronologically "deep" discoveries: I) the separability
of the inner-PIE change of *-011 to *-0 from the much later change of
*-0 to trimoric *-0; and 2) the crucially different treatment of pre-PIE
*-el1, which, unlike pre-PIE *-011, retained its *-11 in late PIE and early
Germanic. Thanks to the first finding, we can account for the trimoric

Although no Germanic language preserved this array in its entirety,
Gothic was extremely conservative. Here the only certain innovation
was the leveling of the distinction between masculine nOWlS and weak
adjectives in favor of the noun ending *-011 (*50 blindo gum6n --.. *sa
blindon gllmon). *-on and *-en both yielded Go. -a; *-0 gave Go. -0.

Developments in West Germanic, some of which may in principle
have taken place at the Northwest Germanic stage, were more elabo
rate. Feminines and neuters of type II replaced *-0 by °-on (Otllngo,
*ougo ~ *tlll1gon, *augon); on the other hand, *-on was entirely
eliminated from the masculine n-stems, where the *-0 proper to weak
adjectives was generalized to all subtypes (*sa blindo gllmOn, IIhsen ->
*sa blindo gllmo, IIhso). The few type I neuters, likewise ending in *-0,
were converted to masculines. The West Germanic system was accord
ingly

masculine feminine nt. 1(-+ masc.)

*-0 (*Jfhsu, *gumo, *blilldo) *-0/1 (*llll1gon) *-0 (*lIamo)

masculine feminine nt. [(-+ a-stem)

*-ell (oxi. gomi, h/imli) "'-01-01/ (tIIl/ga) ("({{II)

geuter II
*-on (*QUgOll)

neoter I[

*-01-011 (Oligo)

endings of Gothic and West Germanic without having to project the
bimoric : trimoric contrast back to the parent language. Thanks ~o the
second, we can explain the sole remaining Gennanic n-stem endmg
the quasi-attested *-on of Go. gumQ and OHG zunga. ollga-as a hy
brid of phonologically regular *-0 and *-en.
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